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ABSTRACT 
Using isothermal full-scale experiments and 
3-dimensional CFD simulations it is invest
igated how normal office furniture influences 
the air movements in a mixing ventilated 
room. 

Two different types of inlets are used in the 
experiments and a set-up with normal office 
furniture is made. The set-up is simulated 
with one of the inlets where a volume re
sistance represents the furniture. 

The jet under the ceiling is investigated and 
it is found that the normal office furniture 
does not influence the air movements in the 
upper part of the room. In the lower part of 
the room the maximum velocity in the occu
pied zone is studied. This velocity is reduced 
in the furnished room compared to the emp
ty room and the reduction increases as the 
total length of the furniture volume in the 
main flow direction increases. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Thermal comfort is of vital importance in a 
ventilated room, and the air velocity plays an 
important part because too high air velocity 
causes discomfort. Therefore, the ventilation 
system is often designed in such a way that 
the maximum velocity in the occupied zone 
does not exceed 0.15 mis. A number of 
methods are used to design the ventilation 
system and they are based on the assumption 
that the room is empty and this is very 
seldom the case. Nielsen et al. ( 1996, 1997) 
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show that normal office furniture has an 
influence on the air movements in a room 
with mixing ventilation under isothermal 
conditions. 

This paper describes how normal office 
furniture influences the air movements under 
isothermal conditions in two mixing ventila
ted rooms different from the one used by 
Nielsen et al. ( 1996, 1997). The investiga
tions are based on full-scale experiments and 
CFO (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simu
lations, and the study is concentrated on the 
jet under the ceiling 'and the maximum 
velocity in the occupied zone. 

EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS 
The isothermal experiments are carried out 
in a full-scale room with the dimensions 
(LxWxH) 6 .0x4.0x2.8 m during the first 
author's stay at RWTH in Aachen, Germany. 
It is possible to change the inlet system in 
the room whereas the exhaust is maintained. 
Two different inlet systems are used - a slot 
inlet and two radial jets with swirl - and 
they both create mixing ventilation. The slot 
inlet is located in the ceiling in the middle 
of the room and it injects air into the room 
in two opposite directions along the ceiling. 
The two radial jets with swirl are located in 
the ceiling with one in each half of the room 
and they create a swirling air movement at 
the beginning which later is transferred into 
an almost radial air movement along the 
ceiling. The two inlets are shown in figure l. 
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-� Figure 1 The experimental rooms with the slot inlet and the two radial jets with swirl. 

In the room a set-up with normal office 
furniture is tested. The furniture consists of 
two desks, twq computers with monitors and 
two isothermal dummies representing two 
persons and the furniture is placed symmetri
cally around the centre line of the room, see 

- figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The set-up with normal office 
furniture. Both types of inJets are 
shown. 
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The CfD ,sim11lations art;, 3-dimensional a,nd 
isqthertl}a,I;. A_,jlin:i.pJation has beei,_ ma�e with 
the slot)nlets apd; tl!e experUv.ental s�t-,up 
with normal office furniture. In the simula
tion the furniture.'�� represt:nt�.d by, a, vall,llile 

,re,sistaqce instea� ,Qf mod�l�g t4e; detailed 
, geometry.; This. �ffi!IJ.re ypll!-'lle g�nerat)\_;; a 
, 1pr�SQ1'.e drop ,YfhiclJ.. is deten¢n�d by; (FJo-
vent 1994): - t··, .• 1. •• 
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: Pressure drop per m 
[Palm]. 

: Loss coefficient [m-']. 
: Ai1�:denslty; 1.19 kg/m3• 

• : Vel9city [mis]. 

This pressure drop is handled as a additional 
sink in the Navier-Stokes. equations and the 
loss coefficient, f, is set eqµ,al in all three 
directions. The value off is •Jietermined on 
the basis of comparison between the velocity 
profiles in the: :experime.ntal case and the 
simulated case. The best re�uHs are found 
wjt\l a loss .coefficient of 0.5 m-1, . which 
earlier al&o has b_een found to be represc;inta
tijY'e for normal office fur.n_iture (Niels�n et 

; .�I. } 997). :I '!:', 

The furniture. v()lllll)e is inserted so :�hat its 
size corresp�mds to tl)e out�t dimensions of 
the physical fµ.rni.tµre, see figur�3. 
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, f,jgure � - The siJ;DvJ.ated - set .. up with nor-
1 -. " lll.al offi,ce furqityre. ' :c 
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experimental and simulated results fowid 
with the slot inlet and the two radial jets 
with swirl. 
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Figure 5 The· maximum velocity in the 
occupied zone of a furnished 
room, Urnz• as" a function Of the 
total length of the furniture'volu
me in the main flow direction, 

� Lfur� " : :.: ·�·· .. -��. 

'Figure 5· 'shows that equation 4 is also· valid 
in a room: Where normal office furniture is 
located' -in• both halves: of the ropm. there-

. fore, the maxinii:wrt ·velocity in the occupied 
, zone of .:a furnished room is determined 'on 
the basis of the knowledge of the 'inaximum 
velocity in the occupied zone of the empty 

. 'room and the• total length of the furninire 
volume·1in the main '.flow· direction; The 
figure also· shows ·that 'when the total len:gth 
of the furniture volume incr�ases, the maxi
mum velocity in .. the occupied zone of the 
furnished room: decreasesr 

CONCLUSION I 
J'" '(· 

This paper shows }J.ow n0rnial office furni-
ture under isotherm.al conditJohs influences 
the air flow, in ar mixing ver)tllated room. 
The.investigaqo _ar� concentrated on the jet 
under tJie ceiling \jnd the maximum velocity 
in the occupied zone. 

Isothermal full-scale experiments and 3-
dimerisionat.:OFE> ·�imutat:ioiiS 'fonil the .basis 
of the investigations. In: the- experiments two 

different inlets are used - a slot inlet and two 
radial jets with swirl; but only the slot inlet 
has been simu1ated. Iii the experiments a set
up with normal office furniture is made in 
order to see the effects on the air movements 
in the room. In the simulation the physical 
furniture is replaced by a furniture volwne 
with a loss coefficient equal to 0.5 m-1• 

The investigations are concerning the jet 
wider the ceiling and the maximum velocity 
in the occupied zone of the furnished room. 
The jet \lnder the ceiling is investigated to 
see if the flow element theory (throw), 
which is developed in empty rooms, also is 
valid when normal office fufnitute:is present 
in the room.·The experiments and the simu
lations made for this paper show together 
with Nielsen ;et al. ( 1997} that under isother
mal conditions the jet wider the ceiling in a 
mixing ventilated room is not influenced by 
normal office furniture. Therefore, the used 
theory of throw is still valid_ in a furnished 
room. 

The maximum velocity in the occupied zone 
of the furnished room is reduced compared 
to the empty room. This reduction is connec
ted to the total length of the furniture volu
me in the main flow direction and the reduc
tion increases as the fotal length increases. 

·Hereby, it can be concluded on the bruiis of 
the investigations made for this paper and 
Nielsen et al. (1997) that'1 hormal office 
furniture does not affect the air flow in the 
uppet1 part of the rohm wheteas ; the maxi-

' hiwn velecity-in the 6etupied zone is·redu
'.: ce'ci �ompat�·to the·empty•room .. •\" 

t�, '. ;�· • 'L 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The investigations descdbed in this paper are 
concentrated on the jet under the ceiling and 
the maximum velocity in the occupied zone. 
It is studied how normal office furniture 
affects these two parameters under isother
mal conditions, and a method for determi
ning the maximum velocity in the occupied 
zone on the basis of the total length of the 
furniture volume in the main flow direction 
is tested. 

The jct under the ceiling 
The influence of the furniture on the jet 
under the ceiling is very important because 
the methods used for design of ventilation 
systems are based on this flow in empty 
rooms. 

The jet under the ceiling is investigated by 
studying the velocity decay at the ceiling. 
The velocity decay, when the slot inlet is 
used, is determined by (Rajaratnam 1976): 

umax 
= K �h (2)'' 

u p x 0 

where u,,,CI% : Maximum velocity of the 
jet at the distance x from 
the supply opening [mis]. 

u11 : Inlet velocity [mis]. 
KP : Individual constant of the 

diffuser. 
h : Height of the supply 

opening [m]. 
x : Distance from the supply 

opening [m]. · 

x0 : The distance to the virtu-
al origin of the jet [ m]. 

When the inlet type is two radial jets with 
swirl the velocity decay is assumed to follow 
the equation for a radial jet (Rajaratnam 
1976): 
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where unru.r 

x 

Xo 

Fo ;K -rs X 
(3) 

: Maximum velocity of the 
jet ai the distance x from 
the supply opening [mis]. 

: Inlet velocity [mis). 
: Individual constant of the 

diffuser. 
: Area of the supply ope-

ning [m2]. • 

: Distance from the supply 
opc;ning [m]. 

: The distance to the virtu
al origin of the jet [mj. 

The tW'o equations above are used to find the 
�.ndividual constant of the diffuser (KP and 
K,,,) from the lmowledge of the velocity 
decay. If the indivitluaJ constant of the 
diffuser is identical in the empty room and 
in the furnished room, then the jet under the 

"ceiling is n t influenced by the furniture. 
Figure 4 shows the veloc"ty decay in the 
room with the slot inlet and in the room 
with two radial jets with swirl. 
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Figure 4 The velocity decay in the room with slot inlet and two radial jets with swirl, 
respectively. 

In the experiments and the simulations made 
with the slot inlet KP is found to be 1.3 in 
both the empty room and in the furnished 
room. K.. is found to be 0.4 in both the 
empty room and the furnished room when 
the inlet type is two jets with swirl. The low 
K.s value is very typical for flow with swirl, 
see also Balandina and Lovtsov ( 1979) and 
Nielsen et al. (1988) for axial jets with swirl. 
Hereby it is found that the jet under the 
ceiling is not disturbed by the furniture as 
was the case with the investigations made by 
Nielsen et al. (1997). On the basis of these 
experiments and simulations together with 
Nielsen et al. ( 1997) it is concluded that the 
jet theory is valid in furnished rooms under 
isothermal conditions. 

Maximum velocity in the occupied zone 
The maximum velocity in the occupied zone 
in a room is normally determined on the 
basis of methods developed in empty rooms. 
111erefore, it is of interest to study the ef
fects of furniture in the room. In the isother
mal experiments and simulations described 
in this paper it is found that the normal 
office furniture reduces the maximum vel
ocity in the occupied zone of a mixing 
ventilated room. This has also been found by 
Nielsen et al. 1996, 1997) and this reduction 
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is dependent on the total length of the furni
ture volume in the main flow direction 
(Nielsen et al. 1997) and can be determined 
by (Nielsen et al. 1997): 

"•m =I-C·Lfar (4) 
Urnr,0 

where u • ., : Maximum velocity in the 
occupied zone in the fur
nished room [mis]. 

u,.,,0 : Maximum velocity in the 
occupied zone in the 
empty room [mis]. 

C : A constant of 0.088 
[m·1]. 

L1,,, : Total length of the furni
ture volume in the main 
flow direction [m]. 

The equation above is only valid under 
isothermal conditions in a mixing ventilated 
room and onJy when the furniture is located 
in one end of the room (Nielsen et al. 1997). 
The results found in this paper are compared 
with the equation in order to examine if the 
location of the furniture in the room is 
unimportant. If that is the case it will be 
possible to use equation 4 in most situations. 
Figure 5 shows equation 4 together with the 


